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the reality of the facilities for the full impact as a deterrent. The plea agreements should be an easy quick death or a ... decades in a windowless box without ever seeing or hearing another human with all the comforts concrete can afford.

If you are a "poor" killer or rapper you will be sentenced to death, but if you are a "rich" killer forget about it!! you will be richer publiching books. (example O.J Simpson) What a shit it Justice system we have.

Lastly, according to a study done by the Death Penalty Information Center (DPIC), only 47% of people are willing to keep the death penalty if there would be a sentence of life in prison without a chance of parole.

why cant we be freinds?

Okay, I'm doing a research project on lethal injection and I was trying to find out how does it affect the heart and ... but I also think that they should get rid of lethal injection because in my opionion this is a cruel way to die.

Firstly I dont see how two wrongs make a right anyone who murders or rapes or inflicts any sort of evil on another human being should be punished

~against capital punishment

Who are you to play God? Nobody has the right to take anyone's life except God. Yes I think dangerous people should be ... mental help. Putting someone away for the rest of their life is enough, we need to stop killing and start understanding!

HAUS, November 10, 2009 at 9:21 pm

Kill these no good for nothing bstrds the same ay they killed their victims! Wake the F+CK UP PEOPLE!

First of all, don't do the crime if you can't do the time! Second of all, why should we, the tax payers, pay for a person ... by the perpetrator? That's not inhumane? That's the problem with this country these days is that you don't have to be

I see that no one in favor of the death penalty wishs to talk about the dozens

anika, July 11, 2009 at 4:01 am

mel, June 10, 2009 at 9:40 pm

Zack, April 14, 2009 at 1:03 pm

furthermore, we cannot let plagues on our society such as this to stay here : anti social elements do not deserve a place in a law abiding society.

Katelynn, February 17, 2009 at 10:33 am

The death penalty totally teaches us to treat others the way we dont want to be treated. If we kill a killer, we are no ... and everyone knows we have 5 times more death penalty cases then anywhere else. Thats all I have to say on this subject.

UK Girl, October 7, 2008 at 9:47 am

I've gone through all of these comments an really thought about this and i'm so unsure of what I think.

Anthony, August 11, 2008 at 10:08 am

Well Heres my 2 cents. If you killed somebody eventually you may regret it. So If your put on death row and then you die ... the person so damn horrid that they would want to die rather than sit in that cell to think about what they have done.

WELL, TIME FOR SOME GOOD OLD DISAGREEMENT. FIRST, AND FOREMOST, I SUPPORT CAPITAL PUNISHMENT…TIT FOR TAT AND ALL THAT. ... ALL CAPITAL PUNIHSMENT DUTIES ARE DULY FULFILLED UNDER THE LAW AND THE PRISONER EXPERIENCES NO PAIN WHA TSOEVER. WIN IWN.

Reuben, January 4, 2008 at 4:16 pm

why are the prisoners killed via injection? why dont the prison executioners just shoot them like they did in world war ... 6 inches long in my arm 3 times and dying in a matter of 8.4 minutes why not die instantly with a quick shot in the head.

jeff johnson, December 3, 2007 at 2:42 pm
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My thoughts on Captial Punishment are…we need to let them rot in prison…for all rape victums I am sorry to say this BUT ... am going to take this life from you”. But we are indeed human…so if you want to take someones life I'm sorry for you.

If you are to quote the bible get the whole thing you can't take content out.

I don't think that any person should have the right to say whether another person lives or dies, not a murderer, nor a judge, nor anyone else on this earth.

19 And if a man cause a blemish in his neighbour; as he hath done, so shall it be done to him;

So here you have a child molester, who murdered one neighbor, perminately disabled another neighbor and shot a police ... fellow neighbors for years with threats and they lived in fear, because the law could do nothing until it was too late.

Jonathan Groner, its also gets quickly absorbed into fat and muscle tissue—even after death. When considering this and ... blood samples cannot be a reliable measure of the amount of sodium thiopental that was circulating in the blood.
How does lethal injection work? » Scienceline
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Most americans are so sick… supporting war and death penalty. None of those are acts of justice… just polite ways of assassination. There’s no humane way of killing anybody.

I believe the lethal injestion is appropriate because you’re taking away someones life!! You should be severly punshed! I cannot type anymore because i’m at school and could get in trouble.

in America, innocent people have been executed. They are killing the innocent to supposedly be able to put a smile on the face of some people. You should not take someone’s life, you should just put them in jail for a long time, this is such a cruel way to punish a person. No one should be allowed to die. That is murder. They should be put in jail and not murdered. Why should we kill the innocent? This is no better than any other country.

Death by injection is the most humane way but it could be better if a health care professional could be the one to set up the IV tubes. When done right, the party on the receiving end dies painless and none the wiser. They get off a whole lot easier that way.

I believe in capital punishment. Most people have no problem with that unless they have been wrongfully convicted. There’s a lot of examples where people have been wrongfully convicted. For example, Cameron Todd Willingham was executed for a crime he didn’t commit. On another note, I would also like to mention that death row inmates are almost never killed. They are kept alive by the State to keep them in line and not to freely speak their mind.

I have been reading some of these comments and I have to say that I don't think religion should come into it at all... capital punishment is beyond me! If you are caught stealing in Saudi-Arabia without warning your hands are cut off. Murder is murder –

Just remember a poem by Helen Steiner Rice:

Murder is murder –

The death penalty is SHIT and &)% of the people that are killed are innocent!!!!!!!!!!

Also if all murder is punishable by death then how do we justify our soldiers. Wrongful convictions? The fallibility of man? Killing someone is just an easy way of getting rid of an inconvenience. Justice takes a backseat to laziness in this way.

Wrongful convictions cause/caused the crime rate to lower; that is a load of stinky, heaping bullshit. If anything, it has gone up.

In my Country UK there is only one punishment and that's imprisonement and even that is all wrong. If you get caught for such horrific crimes ie: murder then you should be given the most humane punishment via Lethal Injection end of.

The death penalty is inhumane and I disagree with it completely... I hope we come to our senses, kill them quick, and get some justice for all if you ask me.

The death penalty is completely ineffective. Everyone who is on death row is not guilty (95%). It is a waste of money! It is also a waste of time, because it takes so long to get a conviction. The only thing that the death penalty accomplishes is breeding more criminals. It is completely inhumane.

But, in essence, it has the same effect as the death penalty.

Death is a public event. The state has control over the timing. It is a public event and not a private event. The state calls the shots on when the event occurs. If the victim can’t control the timing of his own death, then isn’t the death penalty just a sham? The death penalty is no more humane than a (public)lynching. It’s about as humane as a hangman’s noose. The state is allowed to kill, as long as it is done in the most public (torturous) way possible. The victim’s inability to control the timing of his own death is what makes capital punishment so barbaric.

The death penalty is cruel and unusual, and it can never be said that it is humane. It is a barbaric, cruel, and inhumane punishment for crimes. Death is not a punishment, and it is not a just punishment for any crime.

I am a nurse working in a correctional facility. I am soon going to graduate and become a nurse in any hospital or medical facility. I am studying hard to be able to save those people from death row. I am a nurse, it’s my job to save lives. I have been working in the medical field for 15 years... I know there are people on death row who are innocent... I am a nurse, it’s my job to help them. The people on death row are innocent... I am a nurse, it’s my job to help them. I am a nurse, it’s my job to help them.

Death row inmates have to be on lethal injection drugs... The only thing that the death penalty accomplishes is breeding more criminals. It is completely inhumane.

I have been reading some of these comments and I have to say that I don't think religion should come into it at all... capital punishment is beyond me! If you are caught stealing in Saudi-Arabia without warning your hands are cut off. Murder is murder –

I strongly disagree that the death penalty is humane. If anything, it is more cruel and unusual than the death penalty.

I believe that a death sentence is the most humane punishment. If you are found guilty of a crime, you deserve to die for it. There is no humane way to kill someone. You should be executed by lethal injection.

Death row inmates have to be on lethal injection drugs... The only thing that the death penalty accomplishes is breeding more criminals. It is completely inhumane.

I have been reading some of these comments and I have to say that I don't think religion should come into it at all... capital punishment is beyond me! If you are caught stealing in Saudi-Arabia without warning your hands are cut off. Murder is murder –

I personally would rather die than spend my life in an American prison. I can assure you doing so is FAR worse than any punishment for a crime. For example, being in a prison is not humane, but you can't get what you deserve.

Incompetent, September 24, 2010 at 7:50 am

I'm glad to live in a country without the death penalty. Cuz I think there's alot of corruption in the world. And being falsely accused would suck. Plus the immorality I see in taking a life.

TONY, May 11, 2010 at 11:17 am

I'm against the death penalty. The death penalty is inhumane and I disagree with it completely... I hope we come to our senses, kill them quick, and get some justice for all if you ask me.

MariaFAILS, December 2, 2009 at 8:17 am

im for it completely!!:) of course i feel srry for da ppl but the did wat the did they daserve it!!:) (TRULY LIBERAL LEFT-WING IDIOTS)!!!!

Graham, December 12, 2009 at 5:29 pm

Also if all murder is punishable by death then how do we justify our soldiers. Wrongful convictions? The fallibility of man? Killing someone is just an easy way of getting rid of an inconvenience. Justice takes a backseat to laziness in this way.

Murder is murder –